Shot blasting
systems
G and HD series
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SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS
G series
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Characteristics for the
G Series Blasters
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Light barrier
Shot blast wheel
Abrasive control unit
Abrasive silo
Abrasive reclaimer
Impact separator
Bucket elevator
Fan for Air-Shoc Filter
Pre-separator
Safety filter
Dust bag
Abrasive removal unit

Roller conveyors are predominantly used to clean plates
and structural steel sections in a continuous feeding
process. Ficep offers a variety of roller conveyor systems
for different applications and productivity rates. The
G Series is designed for the shot blasting of plates or
structural steel sections. These shot blasting systems can
be delivered as stand-alone units or integrated into an
automatic material handling system that also combines the
functions of sawing, coping and drilling of structural steel,
for example.
The G Series is offered in different width capacities ranging
from 24” to 118”. The blasting wheels are positioned
perpendicular to the material flow direction. The RB 1500
is provided with 4 shot blast wheels while the RB 2000 can
be furnished with either 4 or 6 wheels. The larger systems,
such as the RB 2500 and RB 3000, can be supplied with
either 6 or 8 shot blast wheels. The 6 wheel version is
suggested for cleaning plates or smaller sections.
The 8 wheel configuration is suggested for blasting larger
structural steel sections.

SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS
HD series
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Characteristics for
HD Series
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Light barrier
Turbine wheel
Abrasive control unit
Abrasive silo
Abrasive reclaimer
Impact separators
Bucket elevator
Fan for Air-Shoc Filter
Pre-separator
Safety filter
Dust bag
Abrasive removal units

The HD range delivers the greatest productivity for a
system of this machine type when processing plates
and structural steel sections.
The major difference in this model when compared
to others is the angled arrangement of the shot blast
wheels on the top of the system. This arrangement
reduces the build up of abrasive on the longer
parts. By employing this method, the majority of
the blasting energy is used on the main task of rust
and scale removal from plates and structural steel
sections.
This angled projection of the abrasive avoids the
tendency for it to collect on the parts surfaces. In
practice, the HD roller conveyor systems with angled
wheels blasts between 5% and 20% faster than a
roller conveyor system with shot blast wheels that
are not inclined. The HD roller conveyors are used
for high throughput speeds and a reduction in
maintenance intervals.
With these features, this system is particularly useful
for integration into fully automatic material handling
systems. The HD roller conveyor widths can range
from 60” – 120”.
All of the machines in this range are suitable for shot
blasting plates as well as structural steel shapes.
The HD roller conveyor systems are principally
supplied with the latest version of the TITAN shot
blast wheel. There are many options available for
these roller conveyor systems, such as automatic
blast wheel shut off for products that do not cover
the full capacity width of the system, blasting pattern
adjustment of the external blast wheels or automatic
separation of drilling and sawing chips.

SHOT BLASTING SYSTEMS
FEATURES

Shot Blast Wheel

Shot Blast Cabinet

Abrasive Removal Unit

The Type 5.x blast wheels are standard on
the Type G Series range. These wheels
offer excellent blasting performance and
unbeatable service life due to the main
blast components that are constructed
of hardened tool steel. The ETA wheel
is furnished for those applications when
blasting plates and sections which require a
wider range of surface specifications. As an
option the TITAN wheel can be supplied as
an alternative.

The shot blasting cabinet is manufactured completely from manganese. Manganese has a property which is hard enough
to deal with the shot blasting from 35HRC
to more than 50HRC. In the hot spot area
of the blasting cabinet, an additional 3/8”
thick manganese plates are added. They
are attached from the outside and are
easy to replace.

After the blasting process, the workpiece
may still be covered in shot, which must
be removed. This task is addressed by a
rotating brush which consist of securely
attached replaceable brush segments.
To avoid shot building up on longer
parts, the rotation brushes sweep the
abrasive from the work surface into a
specially designed hopper which has a
screw conveyor to transport the media
back into circulation.
To maintain a consistent relationship
between the brushes and the screw
conveyor, an adjustable framework is
incorporated into the design.
The framework can be adjusted
manually or automatically in intervals of
less than 3/8” at each required height. At
the final stage, any remaining media on
the work pieces will be removed by the
air station which is mounted on the same
framework and uses high pressure jets
to blow off any media remaining.

The HD Series is supplied with TITAN shot
blast wheels as standard. The TITAN wheel
offers excellent blasting performance and
unbeatable service life for the main blast
components which are made from hardened
tool steel. In addition the TITAN offers even
more wall strength in the blast cabinet by
incorporating wear linings which creates an
airtight and completely insulated housing for
ease of maintenance and repairs.

The HD Series machines, with their
angled blast wheels on top, have a
significantly larger blast cabinet area
than those with straight blast wheels.
This ensures the abrasive is spread over
a larger area which leads to a reduction of
maintenance. To protect against blasting,
the inside of the HD Series machines are
supplied with interchangeable 3/8” thick
manganese plates.

Cartridge Filter Unit

Loading and Unloading

Abrasive Shot Blast

During the workpiece blasting process,
rust and scale, along with broken down
media dust, will start to develop. The
particles are separated in the abrasive
cleaner which is adjustable to address
the different types and sizes of blast
media. The cartridge filter that produces
the necessary pressure is mounted on
top of the RB 1500 and it is located next
to the blasting machine for the larger
machines starting with the RB 2000.

In standard configurations, the roller conveyor
infeed and outfeed are powered by the central
drive on the blasting machine. To increase
the efficiency, they can be furnished with a
separate drive unit. The variable speed drive
synchronizes the conveyor speed to that of the
blaster. If cambered sections are being blasted
that cannot be cleaned properly with the brush
and air stations, then a longer collection track
with a reclamation conveyor is recommended
to help ensure that the shot is transported back
into the system.

For
most
roller
conveyor
installations the blast media
would normally be round (cast or
rounded cut wire shot).

The impact separator within the
cartridge filter unit not only ensures
that the particles are separated
(which protects the filter cartridge
against unnecessary wear), but it is
also certified as a spark extinguishing
device and is one of the elements that
contributes towards fulfilment of ATEX
regulations. The cartridge filters clean
the cartridge automatically using an
air pressure pulse. The intensity and
duration of the pulse can be adjusted
according to the type and amount of
dust generated.

The blast media travels through
the blasting system in a circle
and is continually cleaned of
contamination. For a good blasting
result, a balanced mix of new and
used blast media is imperative.
The finer used media in this
mixture is important for equal
coverage of the surface being
blasted, and the coarser media is
important to break up any scale.
The use of the correct media is
of particular importance for the
blasting process to ensure a good
blasting result.
The following is a useful guide:

The addition of cross conveyors or transfers
further enhances the efficiency of material
handing through the system.
Transfer systems can also be incorporated to
integrate the blasting operation with sawing,
coping and drilling as part of a fully automatic
system.

• For coarse workpieces (e.g.
heavy plate sections), a coarse
abrasive media mix (steel ball
shot size S390 and over)
• Delicate workpieces (e.g. thin
plates) a fine abrasive media
mix (steel ball shot size S330
and below)
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SHOT BLASTING
SYSTEMS
G series

Type 5.3 ETA Shot Blast Wheel

6 Shot Blast Wheels

8 Shot Blast Wheels

TITAN Blast Wheel 15.3

6 Wheel Blasting

8 Wheel Blasting

SHOT BLASTING
SYSTEMS
HD series

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
MODELS

Smartline RB 1500G RB 2000G RB 2500G RB 3000G

RB
1500HD

RB
2500HD

RB
3000HD

Machine entrance
width

Inch

60”

63”

84”

104”

124”

63”

104”

124”

Machine entrance
height

Inch

31”

21-5/8”

21-5/8”

21-5/8”

21-5/8”

21-5/8”

21-5/8”

21-5/8”

3 - 7.5

2.5 - 6.5

2.5 - 6.5

2.5 - 5

2-5

6 - 9.8

6 - 11.5

6 - 11.5

4x
15

4x
15

6x
15/20

6/8 x
15/20/25

6/8 x
20/25

4x
25

8x
20/40

8x
25/40

Working speed to
achieve a cleaning
FPM
grade of B Sa 2.5 ISO
8501
Number of wheels x
power

No.
x
HP

Please review FICEP’s terms and conditions of sale and system specifications that are in our formal proposal. The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications and features from those indicated in this brochure.
Current specifications and features are part of the formal quotation.
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